
SETUP INSTRUCTIONS TAKE DOWN INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1: 
Remove POD from the carry bag and stand upright
with hub side up. Ensure all feet and legs are 
properly assembled. Unfold legs. 
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STEP 2: 
Grab 2 upper frame arms and lift up and out.
Rotate the arms outward to expand the frame
structure.
You may need to assist the other 2 frame arms
into position.

STEP 3: 
The hub may automatically secure itself. 
Ensure the lower hub is locked into place correctly. 
If necessary, grab 2 short frame arms and press
down to lock hub into place. 

Press down to lock

STEP 4: 
Extend the lower telescopic legs until fully extended. 
Ensure all clips that attach the tent to the frame are
secure. Spread feet out and stake them to ground.

STEP 1: 
Unzip windows and door 1/4 to 1/2 way to let air escape.
Collapse telescopic legs. Push the button and press
the middle section into the bottom leg section. 

STEP 2: 
Squeeze hub arms together and lift up. Collapse the
frame structure inward.  
Carefully lift and rotate to allow the frame to fold properly.

Squeeze to unlock

STEP 3: 
Continue to collapse structure and set POD down. 
Fold feet upward toward hub. 
Lay POD on side and wrap fabric up. Wrap straps 
around and cinch down to compress tent. 
Fit into carry bag.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS AND TIPS:
Clean windows by wiping with water and washcloth. If necessary, a soft brush and warm soapy water may be used. 
Be sure to dry your POD thoroughly before folding and storing in the carry bag.
If POD is wet, it may be folded up to carry home, but should be set up in a well ventilated area to dry completely. 
Never store the POD wet for extended periods longer than a few hours.
Extreme care should be used moving POD when set up. Moving the POD with chairs inside may damage floor. 
Dragging your POD may cause permanent floor damage. 
Use tent pegs/stakes to anchor whenever possible. POD is lightweight for easy carrying so it may move in wind.
Fogging or condensation may occur, open a window or two slightly to vent. 

WARNINGS: 
Do not use a heater or flame of any kind inside POD, including smoking in or near POD.
Always supervise children when using the POD.
POD can be used in sun, but additional sunscreen is always recommended.

Please contact us if you have any questions or problems, we are glad to help!
Visit Fofana.co/Pod or email support@fofana.co


